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ABOUT US
OUR MANUFACTURING FACILITY

We are part of the 4th Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0), which
strategically combines traditional manufacturing and industrial
practices with current smart technology. Our facility contains
numerous automated and programmable machines to develop
and produce products that are both relevant and consistent in
quality. Through lean manufacturing, we believe in continuous
improvement and waste elimination. This commitment to lean
improves customer value by increasing the excellence of service
provided and elevated product satisfaction through reduced lead
times, competitive price, and product integrity. With our AWI certification, we are equipped to handle all of your wood, plastic,
and acrylic needs.

MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
CASEWORK

+Full Service Cabinet & Millwork Shop
+Multiple CNC Machines
+Large Format Panel Saws
+Edge-band Machine
+Moulder/Planer Machine

SOLID SURFACE

+Full Service Solid Surface Fabrication

FINISHING

+Full Service Finishing
+Custom Stain & Paint Matching

LOGISTICS

+Full Service Logistics Team
+National & International Shipping
+Dependable Shipping & Delivery

INSTALLATION

+Full Service Installations
+National Installations
+Vetted Install Teams
+Customized Checklist

ACRYLIC+ QUEUE + SEATING BARRIERS
FREE-STANDING ACRYLIC PROTECTIVE BARRIER

We offer a wide variety of standard free-standing acrylic
screens.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Replaceable Parts
+Pass-Thru Opening: 4"H, 12"H or 14"H
TYPICAL SIZES:
+28.5”W X 31”H (fits SAM Counter)
+28.5”W X 36”H
+34”W X 36”H
+47”W X 36”H

QUEUE & SEATING BARRIERS

We offer options that accomodate the transitional spaces in your
environments. Our metal base with laminated frame and lower
portion provides rigidity for the security view acrylic top.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Style:
TYPICAL SIZES:
+72”W
+60”W
+60”W
+72”W

Fixed or Movable
X
X
X
X

68”H
60”H
66”H
72”H

Queue Divider
Standard Ht Seating Divider
Counter Ht Seating Divider
Bar Ht Seating Divider

Depending on your specific building needs, there are a variety
of solutions that can be built and installed to facilitate safe environments. Free-standing, fixed, movable, Velcro mounted, and
ceiling suspended are just a few of our capabilities.
Questions? Call us or click us.
(706) 253-4755 or cimgbiz.com

ACRYLIC BARRIER - SAM COUNTER STYLE

ACRYLIC + QUEUE + SEATING BARRIERS

WALL PANEL SYSTEMS
LAMINATED MDF MR + STAINED OAK VENEER

We offer the full spectrum of wall panel systems for McDonald's
proprietary designs.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Stylized trim kits per McD proprietory design
TYPICAL SIZES:
+48"W x 120" x 0.5"T
*Additional panel sizes are available, however
dependant on McD proprietary design.
DECOR OPTIONS:
+Alphabet
+Geometry
+Human Comfort
+LIM Extreme 2.0
+Mosaic
+Trad Ray
+Wood & Stone

When matching an existing interior or installing a new interior
decor package, enjoy a true tailor-made experience with our
panel systems. Depending on your project, there are near endless options and material combinations that can be created and
manufactured to accomplish a perfect wall finish for your location. Our water resistant and elevated trim kits extend the life of
your panels and make installation simple. Functionality and practicality are just the beginning of the stunning panel systems you
will enjoy for years to come.
Questions? Call us or click us.
(706)
253-4755
Questions?
Calloruscimgbiz.com
or click us.
(706) 253-4755 or cimgbiz.com

AGED ASH - GEOMETRY

WALL PANEL SYSTEMS

BEVERAGE CENTERS + FRONT COUNTERS + CBB
BEVERAGE CENTERS

Whether starting new or remodeling an existing space, we offer
beverage centers to accomodate any size, style, and decor
requirement.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Concealed Hardware
+Soft-Close Hinge Systems
+Flush Mount Pulls on Kitchen Side
DECOR OPTIONS:
+Alphabet
+Geometry
+Human Comfort
+LIM Extreme 2.0
+Mosaic
+Trad Ray
+Wood & Stone

FRONT COUNTERS + CBB

Depending on your specific project needs, solid surface provides endless options and customizations that can offer the
perfect solution for your location. We specialize in CBB wall
caps and skirts, but can fabricate nearly any requirement
needed for your project.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Modular Front Counter
+CBB Decor Slats
Questions? Call us or click us.
(706) 253-4755 or cimgbiz.com

REVERSE BEVERAGE BAR- LIM EXTREME 2.0

BEVERAGE CENTERS + FRONT COUNTERS + CBB

OFFICE CASEWORK + GENERAL PRODUCTS
OFFICE CASEWORK

Our specialty is European (faceless) cabinets which provide sleek
and modern casework using veneer as well as laminate finishes.
All casework is completely customized per project specifications
for unique fit, finish, and hardware. Our design team will even
layout your cabinetry to work within your interior parameters and
needs.
SPECIAL FEATURES:
+Base Cabinets
+Upper Cabinets
+Employee/Customer Lockers

GENERAL PRODUCTS

We are known in the industry as a leader in manufacturing
smart, affordable and innovative solutions to fit your unique
design needs and environments. We've already been supplying
and specializing in these products for your interiors over the
past six years.
APPROVED ITEMS:
+Solid Surface
+Window Sills
+Vanities
+Restroom Accessories
+Doors
+Door Frames
+Door Hardware
Questions? Call us or click us.
(706) 253-4755 or cimgbiz.com

CIM REGIONAL CONTACTS
RANDY MOE - NORTHWEST

DONNIE HARRELSON - CAROLINAS

SCOTT UPTON - MOUNTAIN WEST

WESLEY EASTERWOOD - SOUTHEAST

BOB TWISS - GREAT LAKES

STEVE MEGRDICHIAN - NORTHEAST

PAULA KOCH - CENTRAL

KIM PROCTOR - CANADA

KEITH LACY- UPPER MIDWEST
VP OF SALES

MELISSA McCROHAN
PROJECT MANAGER

randy@cimgbiz.com
541.580.2614

scott@cimgbiz.com
303.898.0296

bob@cimgbiz.com
937.524.198

paula@cimgbiz.com
972.248.3941

keith@cimgbiz.com
256.717.7096

donnie@cimgbiz.com
704.604.7600

wesley@cimgbiz.com
678.982.1826

stevem@cimgbiz.com
410.419.4392

kim@cimgbiz.com
519.981.1309

melissa@cimgbiz.com
706.253.4798

COMMERCIAL INTERIORS MANUFACTURING
158 HOLLY ST. | JASPER, GA 30143 | 706. 253.4755

LET’S BUILD FORWARD

cimgbiz.com

COMMERCIAL INTERIORS MANUFACTURING

